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SUMMARY 

The Pastoral Epistles are mostly assumed to be inauthen
tic letters. That is, few scholars believe these letters to be 
genuinely Pauline, however, not many of those commen
tators who reject the authenticity of the PE take the trou
ble to investigate the arguments. However, the arguments 
against authenticity are not solid. This article presents an 

* * * * 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Oft wird angenommen, die Pastoralbriefe seien nicht 
authentisch. Nur wenige Theologen machen si ch die 
Muhe, die Argumente zu prufen. Diese Argumente 
sind jedoch nicht unerschutterlich. Dieser Aufsatz 
bietet einen Oberblick und eine kurze Bewertung der 
wichtigsten Fragen dieser Debatte: Die Beziehung zur 

* * * * 
RESUME 

Les epitres pastorales sont generalement considerees 
comme n'etant pas de Paul. Peu de theologiens se don
nent cependant la peine de passer au crible les argu
ments conduisant au rejet de leur authenticite. Pourtant, 
ces arguments manquent de solidite. Cet article presente 
un tour d'horizon des points importants dans le debat 
et une courte evaluation: le probleme de I'harmonisa-

* * * * 
The authenticity of the Pastoral Epistles [PE] has 
been vigorously debated for two centuries. During 
the nineteenth century the debate was lively, 1 but, 
in the twentieth century the debate seemed settled 
in favour of the inauthenticity hypothesis. Nev
ertheless, proponents of authenticity continue to 

overview and a short evaluation of the important topics 
in the debate: their relation to the book of Acts, their lan
guage and style, their theology and church development. 
On a surface level it appears that the 'data' does not lead 
inexorably to the conclusion of lack of authenticity. The 
article also indicates why it matters for current Pauline 
debate, theology and Christianity whether or not the Pas
toral Epistles are Pauline. 

* * * * 

Apostelgeschichte, Sprache und Stil, Theologie und die 
Entwicklung der Kirche. Schon oberflachlich betrachtet 
wird klar, dass die 'Fakten' nicht zwingend gegen die 
Authentizitat sprechen. Der Aufsatz deutet auch an, 
warum es fUr die gegenwartige Diskussion um Paulus, fUr 
die Theologie und fUr das Christentum nicht egal ist, ob 
die Pastoralbriefe paulinisch sind oder nicht. 

* * * * 
tion avec les donnees du livre des Actes, les questions 
de langue et de style, ainsi que celles qui touchent a la 
t,heologie et au stade d'elaboration de I'organisation des 
Eglises. Une premiere approche montre deja clairement 
que les donnees ne conduisent pas inexorablement a 
la conclusion que ces epitres seraient inauthentiques. 
l'auteur fait aussi apparaitre les enjeux de la question de 
I'authenticite de ces lettres pour les etudes pauliniennes 
actuelles, la theologie et le christianisme. 

* * * * 
argue their case.2 

Although the debate is still going on, few 
exegetes are aware of this. Mainstream theology 
assumes the inauthenticity of the PE. 3 Few scholars 
take the trouble to investigate the original argu
ments. The pseudonymous character of the letters 
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is simply taken for granted. Some scholars however 
join the debate in an attempt to move away from a 
simple either/or discussion. They are interested in 
the precise nature of the claim ofPauline authorship 
by asking to what extent these letters are Pauline. 
Unfortunately, their research has led to diverging 
results.4 These differing views on the one hand 
and the general unawareness on the other hand are 
both good reasons to take yet another look at the 
arguments for and against Pauline authorship of 
the PE. 

This article presents an overview of the argu
ments for and against the authenticity of the PE. 
The first part of this article will concentrate on list
ing the arguments for inauthenticty. In the second 
part these arguments are investigated to see if they 
are solid and lead inexorably to a conclusion of 
inauthenticity. Before the ge~leral conclusion, the 
third part of the article will briefly indicate why it 
matters for current Pauline debate, theology and 
Christianity whether or not the PE are Pauline. 

A. Arguments for the Inauthenticity 
Hypothesis 

Four arguments support the hypothesis of inau
thenticity: the historical argument; the argument 
of language and style; the argument of theology 
and the argument of church development. 

1. The historical argument 
One of the difficulties regarding the authenticity of 
the PE is historical. 5 The historical data found in 
the PE do not seem to match the historical data in 
the book of Acts. As a consequence, the historical 
framework of Acts does not provide a fitting time 
and place during which the PE could originate. All 
other Pauline letters however do fit the historical 
framework of Acts. 

2. The argument of language and style 
The language and style of the PE differ from the 
language and style of the so-called authentic let
ters. This deviation from the 'normal' language 
and style register found in the corpus Paulinum is 
decisive in making scholars reject the authentic
ity of the PE. For example Oberlinner concludes: 
'Diese Unterschiede in Sprache und Stil zwischen 
den Past und den anerkannten Paulinen sprechen 
deutlich gegen paulinische Verfasserschaft'.6 

In 1921 Harrison published a pioneering work 
regarding the language of the PE? He noticed the 
huge amount of hapax legomena in the letters and 
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concluded that they belong rather to the vocabu
lary of the second century literature than to the 
vocabulary of the Pauline literature. Furthermore, 
'typical Pauline' usage of particles, prepositions 
and pronouns was found to be absent from the PE. 
In 1959 Grayston and Herdan refined Harrison's 
method and their statistical analysis confirmed the 
results Harrison had published earlier.8 

Concerning the style of the letters a fewexam
ples are sufficient to illustrate the problem. Struc
tural analysis of the letters, for instance, shows that 
the typical opening of the Pauline letter is absent 
from 1 Timothy and Titus and, although an open
ing is present in 2 Timothy, it is unusually short. 
Furthermore, there appears to be a lack of personal 
notes in 1 Timothy and Titus. Next, regarding the 
method of argumentation the PE seem to invert the 
rather usual 'ethic-follows-doctrine' pattern into a 
'doctrine-follows-ethic' pattern. Also typical of the 
PE is the remarkable expression morae;; b Aoyoe;; 
('here/this is a trustworthy saying,' 1 Tim. 1: 15, 
3: 1, 4:9 etc.) This expression occurs frequently in 
the PE and is exclusive to these letters. Last but not 
least, the monotone and colourless style of the PE 
catches one's attention. 

3. The argument of theology 
Not only the language and style, but also the the
ology in the PE differs from the so-called authen
tic letters. More specific, the theology of the PE 
is said to reflect a later period of origin than the 
authentic Pauline literature.9 First, the PE seem to 
be strongly oriented toward orthodoxy. The word 
{)lOaOKlXALlX ('teaching' or 'doctrine') is mentioned 
19 times in the corpus Paulinum, 15 times in the 
PE. Occasionally the thought is even stressed by 
speaking of the UYllXlVOOOTJ {)l{)lXOKlXALlX (,sound 
doctrine,' 1 Tim. 1:10; Tit. 1:9, 2:1). Besides, 
the usage of the word 'TTLOne;; ('the faith') seems to 
point to a 'closed doctrine' rather than to a 'living 
reality' (see, e.g., 1 Tim 5:8, 6:12 etc.). Further, 
rather than articulating this doctrine in the PE, the 
author wants it to be handed down (e.g. 2 Tim. 
1:13-14; 2:2). Second, the orthodoxy in the PE 
goes hand in hand with an emphasis on orthopraxy. 
Lexemes from the euvse,beia word-group occurs 
13 times in the corpus Paulinum, all instances of 
which are in the PE. Besides, the requirements for 
bishops and deacons mentioned in these letters 
are of a 'bourgeois' character (i.e. apparently more 
concerned with ideas of citizenship and participa
tion in society than with holiness and abstract ethi
cal standards'). For example, these persons are to 
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live a sober and steady lifestyle, and they should be 
hospitable and moderate. Furthermore, the Chris
tian life is described in terms of certain stoic virtues 
(Tit. 2: 12). This so-called 'bourgeois' character of 
the PE contradicts the more usual ethics of Pauline 
literature and is viewed as an attestation of a late 
origin. Third, the PE strongly oppose false teach
ers and 'heresy'. In the past this heresy was identi
fied as gnosis, especially because of the occurrence 
of the word yvwaL~ in 1 Tim. 6:20.10 This identifi
cation also indicates a late time of origin. Fourth, 
the theology of the PE differs from the Pauline 
theology in its colourlessness and in the absence 
of important Pauline themes such as the emphasis 
on the Spirit. Other concepts seem to be used in 
a ditferent way or even in opposition to Pauline 
theology. For example the PE present the concept 
of OLKIXLOOlJVTj ('righteousness') as a virtue that has 
to be attained (1 Tim. 6:11 and 2 Tim. 2:22, oLWKE 

oE OLKIXLOOlJVTjV 'pursue righteousness'), rather than 
as a gracious gift of God. 

4. The argument of church development 
The PE (especially 1 Timothy and Titus) seem to 
be very concerned with church order. The letters 
contain a surprising number of rules for commu
nity life and for leaders of the community: elders/ 
bishops and deacons. This tendency to organisation 
with a strong focus on leadership reflects, accord
ing to most scholars, a post-pauline stage of church 
development. ll They state that it contradicts the 
'charisma' of the original Pauline community. The 
PE reveal the beginnings of the institutionalisation 
of the early church. 

5. Main Question 
After listing the arguments in favour of the inau
thenticity hypothesis, the possibility of an alter
native view will be considered. Hence the main 
question for the following part of the article: do 
these four arguments demand the assumption of inau
thenticity? 

B. An Alternative View 
Each of the arguments for inauthenticity will be 
investigated with respect to their probability. Are 
they built on clear observations? Do these observa
tions admit other lines of argumentation? 

1. The historical problem 
The historical problem concerning the incompat
ibility of Acts and the PE has generated several 

proposed solutions. First, as noted above, the 
common assumption nowadays is the inauthentic
ity of the letters. If the PE are inauthentic letters, 
then, because of their late origin it is not surpris
ing that they do not fit the historical framework of 
Acts. Second, some proponents of the authentic
ity hypothesis state that the letters may have been 
written in the period after the closing chapter of 
Acts. 12 They argue Paul was released from prison 
and restarted missionary activities in the east of 
the Roman Empire. In that period the apostle 
wrote 1 Timothv and Titus. The second letter 
to Timothy was ~ritten during a second Roman 
imprisonment. 13 If this hypothesis is accurate then 
the incompatibility of the PE with the historical 
framework of Acts is also not surprising. Third, 
other proponents of the authenticity hypothesis 
tend to place the origin of the PE during Paul's 
third missionary journey and during the Caesarean 
or Roman imprisonment as described in the book 
of Acts. 14 This last proposal argues explicitly that 
there is no historical incompatibility of the PE and 
Acts. 

With respect to the proposals in favour of 
authenticity, although the second option is not 
impossible, the third option deserves more con
sideration for at least two reasons. First, this pro
posal shows that the book of Acts and the PE are 
not incompatible as is often stated. Second, this 
proposal demands less speculation than the second 
option since it can be checked against the data in 
Acts. A full discussion of the details of the different 
proposals is not possible within the limits of this 
article. It is important to notice, however, that a 
comparison of data between Acts and the PE need 
not lead to a hasty conclusion of in authenticity. 

2. The problem of language and style 
A remark about the data is in order here. As men
tioned above, scholars arguing for inauthenticity 
generally refer to the work of Harrison (1921) 
and the statistical analysis of Grayston and Herdan 
( 1951). Although the statistical analysis is clearly 
an important method for quantifying the language 
of the PE, it nonetheless has its limitations. IS First, 
the PE do not deliver enough material for a reli
able statistical analysis especially given the fact that 
the three letters are not one document, something 
many scholars tend to forget. 16 Second, the method 
assumes a rigid consistency in use of vocabulary 
and style. Third, the extant statistical models end 
up with different results. In 1986 Kenny presented 
a revised and more advanced statistical analysis of 
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the PE. He came to the following conclusion: 'It 
is only Titus which is shown as deserving the sus
picion cast on the Pastorals ( ... ) on the basis of the 
evidence in this chapter for my part I see no reason 
to reject the hypothesis that twelve of the Pauline 
Epistles are the work of a single, unusually versatile 
author'. 17 Fourth, the mathematical character of the 
method creates an illusion of exactness and objec
tivity - wrongly so, because the method ignores 
the complexity of the phenomenon 'authorship' 
completely. 

This last remark needs some explanation. Sta
tistical analysis can easily cause one to lose sight of 
some factors that may have influenced the language 
and style of the PE. These factors are connected to 
issues of authorship on the one hand (a), and the 
audience on the other hand (b). 

(a) With regard to authorship: Did Paul use a 
secretary1 Rom. 16:22 indicates that he sometimes 
did. In what way did his co-workers influence his 
writings 1 Both letters to the Thessalonians, for 
instance, mention three senders and are written 
in the first person plural. The possibility of co
authorship must not be ignored. IS M. Prior offers 
a very different, but intriguing explanation: 'Since 
Timothy is named as co-author with Paul in 2 
Corinthians, Philippians, Colossians, Philemon, 
and with Paul and Silvanus in 1 and 2 Thessaloni
ans, it must be the case that Timothy's role in the 
composition of the Paulines was quite significant. 
And since two of the Pastorals are written bv Paul 
alone to Timothy, it could well be the cas~ that 
some of the differences between the Pastorals and 
the Paulines can be attributed to the fact that the 
Pastorals are written by Paul alone, while most of 
the Paulines were written with some degree of co
authorship, particularly that of Timothy'. 19 Other 
proposed explanations include the possibility that 
Paul's imprisonment influenced his language.2o Or 
that his language register changed with age. 21 Or 
that the hapax legomena belong to traditional mate
rial. 22 

(b) With regard to the audience. It is not only 
the author who is responsible for the language and 
style of a letter; the intended reader( s) can also 
- even if only indirectly - influence its vocabu
lary and style. The question arises if these letters 
were meant for Timothy and Titus only, or implic
itly for the communities they worked for as well. 
Some scholars believe the latter to be the case. 23 R. 
Fuchs, a proponent of the authenticity hypothesis, 
has shown some interesting differences in content 
and language between 1 Timothy and Titus. In his 
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opinion these particularities perfectly fit the two 
different communities the letters were sent to.24 
Certainly Fuchs's observations are of great value, 
contributing as they do to the recognition of the 
separate identities of the three letters that is usu
ally overlooked.25 However, the assumption that 
communities constitute the intended audience 
does not seem very helpful in explaining the spe
cific characteristics of the PE compared to other 
letters of the Pauline corpus. On the contrary, inter
preting the openings of the letters as they stand 
(IIau)..o<; a'1Tooro)..o<; XPLOtQU '!TJOOU ( ... TqJ.o6ECV and 
IIau)..o<; OOU)..O<; 6EOU( ... TL rcv) seems more helpful in 
explaining the distinctiveness of these three letters. 
These letters, unlike all other Paulines, were writ
ten to individuals, more specifically co-workers of 
Paui.26 It is to be expected that these letters would 
be more concerned with regulations of a specific 
kind than the usual community letters and that, 
as a result, Paul's language and style would differ 
from the other letters of the corpus Paulinum. 

The above mentioned factors with regard to 
authorship and audience are not all of equal sig
nificance to the question of the authenticity of the 
PE. A thorough discussion of all possibilities is 
not needed, however, to notice that the results of a 
'simple' statistical analysis are not sufficient to con
clude in favour of inauthenticity. 

3. The problem of theology 
Some remarks need to be made with respect to the 
so-called orthodoxy of the PE. First, nowhere in 
the PE is the didaskali,a is presented as a 'totally 
closed doctrine'. To be sure the word is not without 
content. The reference, however, could equally be 
'the Pauline gospel' as originally preached in Ephe
sus/Crete. With respect to this possibility Mounce 
points to an interesting parallel in the letter to the 
Galatians: 'It (i.e. the gospel) is sufficiently coher
ent and consistent that teachings can be measured 
against it and shown to be true or false, as Paul also 
says in Gal. 6:6-11'.27 Second, the word oLoaoKa)..La 
is not totally absent from the so-called authentic 
Pauline letters (Rom. 12:7).28 Third, the more fre
quent use of the word didaskali,a, when compared 
to the other Pauline letters, is not surprising when 
one remembers that, as pointed out above, the PE 
differ from the other Pauline letters in that they 
were explicitly written to co-workers of Paul. It is 
only natural that these letters would speak about 
oLoaoKa)..La in a formal sense rather than explain
ing its theological content. Timothy and Titus 
must have been well aware of the content of Paul's 
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gospel. Thus the absence of the so-called 'vivid 
Pauline theology' in these letters requires no expla
nation. 

How is the so-called orthopraxy of the letters to 
be evaluated? Do the PE attest a 'bourgeois' char
acter? With respect to the word EUm'pELIX ('godli
ness') Wainwright states that it need not support 
the idea of a bourgeois ethic in the PE: 'Regard
less of the authenticity of the PE, the occurrence 
of ettsebeia in the PE does not support a christli
che, biirgerliche ethic in the PE, nor does it merely 
indicate reverence for the established orders; but 
instead, eusebeia exhorts the Christian commu
nity to devote itself to God in every sphere of life, 
so that both beliefs and behavior are centered in 
Him'.29 Furthermore, regarding the requirements 
for bishops and deacons, Fee points out that these 
requirements do not express distinctively Chris
tian virtues for these functions. Rather they aim 
to establish a good reputation of the church over 
against outsiders. 30 

Another purported indication of late origin of 
the PE is the so-called Gnostic heresy of the false 
teachers mentioned in them. Gnosticism, however, 
does not seem to be easily defined. 31 Some scholars 
assume that the heresy was proto-gnostic, others 
identify it as pre-gnostic. 32 In any case, the use of 
the word yVWGLC; ('knowledge') in 1 Tim. 6:20 does 
not necessarily indicate a Gnostic heresy. Paul's use 
of the same word in the context of 1 Cor. 8, for 
instance, shows that yVWGLC; had a broad range of 
possible meanings. 

Do the PE contain a theology that contradicts 
the more usual Pauline theology? The above cited 
example whereby IiLKIXWGlJV1l is seen as a virtue that 
has to be attained rather than a gracious gift of 
God is not convincing. A clear characteristic of 
Pauline theology, namely, is the eschatological ten
sion in which indicative and imperative (gift and 
demand) go together (e.g. Gal. 5: 1). This applies a 
fortiori to the theme of justification. Naturally, dif
ferent aspects will be stressed in different contexts. 
This does not, however, indicate contradictory the
ology. 

4. The problem of church development 
Some remarks about the alleged post-Pauline 
church development in the PE are also necessary. It 
is undeniable that the PE show a tendency toward 
more complex organisation. This is ul1remark
able, however, when one considers that the PE 
were explicitly written to co-workers of Paul with 
specific tasks in the Pauline communities. Fur-

thermore, the strong focus on leadership does not 
necessarily reflect a late, post-charismatic, stage of 
church-development. On the contrary, a polarisa
tion of charisma and organisation leads to a rather 
simplistic construction of early church history: 
the charisma of the original Pauline communities 
would have diminished in favour of a solid, hier
archical organisation during the second and the 
third generation. Van Bruggen has quite rightly 
pointed out the superficiality of this construction. 33 

Furthermore, most of the functions mentioned in 
the PE also occur in the so-called authentic Pauline 
literature. 

5. No solid ground 
The question as to whether the four arguments 
mentioned in the first part of the article demand 
the assumption of in authenticity must be answered 
negatively. First, the historical incompatibility of 
the PE and Acts does not seem to be the incon
trovertible fact that some regard it to be. Second, 
the problem of language and style, is so complex 
that statistical analysis alone cannot adequately 
account for it. Factors connected to authorship or 
to readership may have influenced the distinctive 
language and style of these letters. For instance, 
the fact that the PE were written to co-workers of 
Paul and differ in this regard from the more usual 
community letter must not be ignored. Third, the 
problem of the orthodoxy and 'bourgeois' ethics in 
the PE is clearly relativized by the argumentation 
above. The argument with regard to Gnosticism 
in the PE is also not convincing, nor is the alleged 
un-Pauline theology. Fourth, the PE's tendency 
toward organisation with a strong focus on lead
ership is perfectly explicable in term of the nature 
of these letters. It does not reflect a post-Pauline 
stage of church development at all. In short, the 
four arguments do not provide a solid ground for 
the in authenticity hypothesis. 

C. Authenticity: Benefits for Current 
Debate 

If the PE are considered to be authentic docu
ments current Pauline debate could benefit from 
that fact. The 'old' perspective of authenticity 
could provide for 'new' insights regarding at least 
four topics. First, the current view on Pauline lan
guage and theology could be nuanced. Second, in 
the socio-historical domain new insight could be 
gained concerning the outlook of Pauline commu
nities in the late fifties of the first century. Third, it 
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would clearly be an enrichment for the study of the 
Pauline literature to have three letters written to 
direct co-workers in addition to the more common 
letters written to communities. 

For theology in general, the authenticity of the 
PE could be of great importance with respect to 
the ongoing discussion concerning pseudepigra
phy within the canon. Furthermore, it could alter 
the current reconstruction of the history of early 
Christianity and of the development of its theo
logical, ethical and ecclesiological thinking. 34 As 
David A. deSilva admits: 'Debates about author
ship have, in many circles, effectively relegated the 
deutero-Pauline epistles and other texts deemed 
pseudepigraphic to the margins of theological 
and ethical inquiry.'35 The PE coming out of these 
fringes could also benefit Christianity, for example, 
by contributing more fully to the concept of disci
pleship and ministry in the modern context. 

General Conclusion: The Authenticity of 
the Pastoral Epistles 

After two centuries of debate mainstream theol
ogy generally assumes the inauthenticity of the 
PE. However, the relationship between pseudo
nymity and canon is very unclear as the ongoing 
discussion and the diverging results in the debate 
reveal. Furthermore the basic arguments against 
authenticity are not altogether solid: the distinc
tive features of the PE can easily be explained by 
other factors than pseudonimity. Finally, the 'old' 
perspective of authenticity could provide for 'new' 
insights regarding Pauline studies and theology in 
general. 

The literal acceptance of the author's claim 
seems to be the more attractive position, not at 
least because it seems to create the fewest prob
lems. There are, therefore, plenty of reasons for 
reconsidering the authenticity of these unique let
ters. 
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